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Unions and Teacher-Quality Resources

Reports and Analysis

- Collective Bargaining Agreements in California School Districts: Moving Beyond the Stereotype
- Reshaping Teacher Policies to Improve Student Achievement
- Invisible Ink in Collective Bargaining: Why Key Issues Are Not Addressed
- Human Capital in Hartford Public Schools: Rethinking How to Attract, Develop, and Retain Effective Teachers
- NCTQ Database: Teacher Rules, Roles, and Rights
- Teacher Union Contracts and High School Reform
- Collective Bargaining in Education and Pay for Performance
- Making the Grade
- Frozen Assets: Rethinking Teacher Contracts Could Free Billions for School Reform
- ProComp Strikes Solid Balance in Attracting and Retaining Teachers
- New Roles for an Old Player
- Fresh Ideas In Collective Bargaining: How New Agreements Help Kids
- Performance-Pay for Teachers: Designing a System that Students Deserve
- The Challenge of Leading Two Generations Within the Teachers Unions
- The Leadership Limbo
- Leading the Local: Teachers Union Presidents Speak on Change, Challenges
Ladders of Success: Keeping Teacher Pay on Schedule

Blogs and Commentary

- Education Intelligence Agency
- The Tempered Radical
- Advancing the Teaching Profession
- Union Bashing Won't Reform Our Schools (And Neither Will Job Protectionism)
- Education's Ground Zero
- Making the Grade
- Albert Shanker and the Future of Teacher Unions
- Same Old, Same Old: New Union Leadership Does Not Change a Thing
- State of the Unions
- Seniority, Not Quality, Counts Most at United Teachers Los Angeles
- How Bill Gates Would Repair Our Schools
- Obama Takes on Teachers' Unions
- Schools and Unions: Learning Their Lesson
- The Education Wars
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